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Electric vehicles, as a major strategy for climate change mitigation, uses lithium-ion

batteries extensively as the power source. However, the operation, performance and

lifetime of lithium-ion batteries depend on the battery temperature, which can have a

wide range due to heat generation within the battery and significant variations in the

ambient conditions due to changes in seasons and geographical locations where

electric vehicles are operated. In the present study, thermal management methods/

strategies on the capacity fade of lithium-ion batteries are assessed through a validated

capacity fade model for lithium-ion batteries along with a thermal model for the heat

generation in the battery and dissipation over battery surface, represented by various

thermal management methods. The driving conditions are simulated through a

constant and various standard drive cycles. It is shown that battery temperature has

thepredominant impacton thecapacity fade, and it canbecontrolled througheffective

thermal management. Amuchmore significant spread in battery capacity fade occurs

with various thermal management methods for a lower initial battery temperature

(20°C) compared to the higher temperatures (35°C and 50°C), hence, thermal

management is much more effective in reducing capacity fade at battery

temperatures close to 20°C, which is considered the optimum operating

temperature for lithium-ion batteries. Further, the results indicate that using a lower

charge voltagecan result in slightly less capacity fadeover cycling. Regenerativebraking

makes itmore realistic touse lower charge voltages, since thebattery canbe recharged

during operation, thereby increasing driving range, while preventing increased capacity

fade. Effective thermal management is more imperative for realistic intense and

aggressive driving behaviors.
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1 Introduction

Electrification of mobility sectors has been fueled by the strategies for climate change

mitigation and post-pandemic economic recovery, and lithium-ion batteries have been a

dominant choice of battery for electric and hybrid vehicles due to their superior energy

and power densities compared to other batteries such as nickel-cadmium or lead-acid
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(Tarascon and Armand, 2001; Dunn et al., 2011). However, their

high energy and power densities require effective methods and

strategies for their thermal management to avoid thermal

runaway for safety consideration in the extreme situations

(Chombo and Laoonual, 2020), and more importantly for the

normal operation, performance and lifetime of the lithium-ion

batteries used in electric and hybrid vehicles, because battery

operation, performance and lifetime are strongly influenced by

their thermal conditions.

Thermal management systems of lithium-ion batteries have

always been seen as an area of importance due to the possibility of

thermal runaway, which can lead to catastrophe (Wang et al.,

2012). Significant effort has been directed toward the area of

battery cooling systems, and the effect of cooling systems on

battery performance. Early effort involves the application of

Bernardi et al.‘s work (Bernardi et al., 1985) to characterize

battery heat generation. Chen and Evans (1994) developed an

early two-dimensional thermal model to describe lithium-ion

batteries. They studied the effect of cell geometry, dimensions of

different stack components, and different cooling rates on battery

temperature (and temperature profile). Chen and Evans (1996)

continued mathematical modelling on battery performance; they

reported heat generation in the battery for a variety of discharge

(C-) rates, as well as further temperature results showing the

effect of different cooling rates at different discharge rates. It was

shown that at normal discharge rates, high heat transfer rates are

effective at removing heat from the entire battery. At the same

time, with high discharge rates, internal battery temperature

remains high even with high cooling rates, instead resulting in

much steeper temperature gradients at the battery boundaries.

Hallaj et al. (1999) has also used a thermal model to simulate

battery performance; they have studied the onset of thermal

runaway for batteries at different OCVs, as well as the rise of

battery temperature under different C-rates. Similar to Chen and

Evans (1996), they also concluded that enhanced cooling

provides the capability to lower overall battery temperature,

but also increases temperature gradients in the cell.

Generation of heat in large prismatic Li-ion batteries has been

measured experimentally (Chen et al., 2014), and the impact of

battery temperature control (or cooling) methods on battery

discharge characteristics has also been experimentally measured

(Chen and Li, 2014), indicating the effectiveness in battery

temperature control through convective cooling with liquid

coolants.

Wu et al. developed a model to study different methods of

thermal management and the resultant temperature distributions

(Wu et al., 2002). They concluded that effective thermal

management is crucial to avoid thermal runaway; they

deemed that natural convection is not sufficient to cool a

large pack, and while forced convection cooling is effective,

temperature gradients will still arise throughout the battery

(Wu et al., 2002). Mahamud and Park employed a

reciprocating air flow to limit temperature gradients

(Mahamud and Park, 2011). Through CFD analysis they were

able to show that a reciprocating air flow is effective, and that

both the maximum battery temperature and the temperature

difference across the battery reduced with a shorter reciprocating

time (Mahamud and Park, 2011). Rao et al. investigated the use of

heat pipes to control the maximum temperature and temperature

difference of the battery (Rao et al., 2013).

While the previously mentioned studies considered heat

generation from the battery, Maleki and Shamsuri (2002)

developed a thermal model of a notebook computer battery

pack, including heat generation from electrical components

for battery management. They were able to show that heat

production is dominated by battery heat generation during

discharge, while it is governed by heat dissipation from

electronics during charge periods (Maleki and Shamsuri, 2002).

Pesaran studied the problem of battery thermal management

as it pertains specifically to electric (and hybrid) vehicles

(Pesaran, 2001). They presented the designs of multiple

thermal management systems employing both air and liquid

as the active fluid, and compared the different methods (Pesaran,

2001). They concluded that air-based systems can be sufficient

for hybrid vehicles; however, liquid-based systems should be

preferred for fully electric vehicles (Pesaran, 2001). Similarly, Mi

et al. performed thermal analysis of a 48-cell pack for hybrid

vehicle applications (Mi et al., 2007).

On top of these modelling efforts to understand heat

generation in batteries and the resultant thermal effects, efforts

have been directed towards the development of different thermal

management methods and strategies. Al-Hallaj and Selman first

discussed using a phase change material (PCM) thermal

management system in electric vehicles as an alternative to

active cooling (Al-Hallaj and Selman, 2002). Khateeb et al.

(2004) designed a thermal management system employing a

PCM to manage the heat generated in an electric scooter. They

found that while PCM alone is not an effective cooling system due

to low thermal conductivity, with the addition of aluminum foam,

and aluminum fins, using a PCM is a promising method of battery

thermal management. Mills and Al-Hallaj, (2005), using

experimental heat generation data, further simulated a battery

thermal management systemusing a PCM composite material. For

a given battery pack they were able to determine the required

volume of PCM needed to keep the battery pack below their

maximum allowable temperature of 55°C. They also showed that

using a PCM with ideal yet realistic properties attained by

advanced manufacturing methods, this required volume of

PCM can be greatly reduced. To further study the use of a

PCM thermal management system, Sabbah et al. (2008)

performed simulations to compare a passive thermal

management system employing a PCM to an active thermal

management system using blown air. It was shown that even

compared to high velocity airflow, a PCM based thermal

management system can provide superior cooling, and

temperature uniformity throughout the batteries.
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Karimi and Li (2013) investigated the thermal management

of a battery pack for electric vehicle applications. They simulated

a battery pack with cooling ducts on either side and investigated

the use of different cooling methods to manage temperature and

voltage variation between batteries in the pack; natural

convective cooling, forced convective cooling (with air and

liquid), and a PCM were all used (Karimi and Li, 2013). It

was found that enhanced cooling will cause large variation in

temperature and voltage between batteries in the pack; the

temperature of batteries at the centre of the stack was

unaffected by changes in the cooling strategy (Karimi and Li,

2013). It was concluded that a more effective cooling strategy

should employ multiple cooling ducts with smaller channels

(oppose to just cooling ducts at the ends of the pack) to be

distributed throughout the pack (Karimi and Li, 2013). Recently,

Gan and his group analyzed the battery capacity fade for a variety

of battery operating conditions such as current rates and ambient

temperatures, and the performance of thermal management

methods involving heat pipes in different arrangements, via

first-principles based and equivalent circuit models (Liang

et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019; Gan et al., 2020a; Gan et al.,

2020b; Liang et al., 2021). Houshafar and his co-workers

investigated thermal management systems with nanofluids and

phase change materials, under high discharge rate with nanofluid

and copper sheath, and a hybrid system involving nanofluid,

metal foam and phase change material (Kiani et al., 2020a; Kiani

et al., 2020b; Ashkboos et al., 2021; Tousi et al., 2021). A number

of good reviews are available on thermal management systems

that have been considered for lithium-ion batteries (Zichen and

Changqing, 2021; Zhang X. et al., 2022; Zhang Y. et al., 2022).

As mentioned earlier, the methods and strategies for the

thermal management of lithium-ion batteries have significant

impact on the operating temperature of batteries, which

impact considerably the performance and degradation (or

capacity fade) of the batteries. A more recent study

(Carnovale and Li, 2020) indicates that battery capacity

fade increases significantly with the number of discharge/

charge cycles over the operation time of the batteries, and

with the battery operation temperature; accelerated

degradation of battery performance occurs at elevated

operation temperatures, suggesting the importance of

battery thermal management in the control of battery

operation temperature, hence the performance and

durability of battery for practical applications such as

electric vehicles.

Therefore, the objective of the present study is to investigate

the effect of thermal management methods and strategies on the

capacity fade of lithium-ion batteries used in electric vehicles

under both constant and variable driving cycles. In this study,

how battery degradation occurs for different thermal

management methods employed is evaluated and

characterized under different operating temperatures,

operational voltages, and loads (C-rates and drives cycles, and

with and without regenerative braking). This information is

useful for industrial design of vehicle battery thermal

management systems. The first-principles based predictive

model for the performance loss of lithium-ion battery used in

this study follows our recent study (Carnovale and Li, 2020),

which describes in detail the development of the first-principles

based model and the comparison against experimental results for

both discharging/charging characteristics and battery

degradation. The model incorporates all the essential chemical

and physical processes involved, including both chemical kinetics

and transport phenomena of heat and species at the electrodes.

The mechanism for battery capacity fade considered includes SEI

(solid-electrolyte interface) film growth at the negative electrode,

which is the largest contributing factor to the capacity fade, and

the active material isolation at the negative electrode, which is the

second largest influencing ageing factor (Carnovale and Li, 2020).

A thermal model is developed for the battery temperature

considering the generation of heat within the battery and heat

removal over the external surface of the battery according to the

method of thermal management. The capacity fade is then

analyzed under various constant and driving cycles typical for

electric vehicles. The results highlight the importance of the

thermal management methods and strategies in the operation,

performance and durability of lithium-ion batteries used in

electric vehicles under practical driving conditions.

2 Model formulation

The performance loss (capacity fade) of lithium-ion batteries

over discharge/charge cycling is investigated for different battery

operation temperatures that are determined by a thermal model

under the specific driving conditions for electric vehicles.

Therefore, the predictive model involves three sub-models: 1)

performance model for a lithium-ion battery at a specified battery

operation temperature, 2) a model for the degradation of battery

performance under a given operation temperature, and 3) a

thermal model for the battery temperature under the driving

conditions (cycles) for electric vehicles. The physical domain

modeled in the present study includes the negative and positive

electrode and the separator separating the electrodes with the

battery electrode surfaces exposed to a specified thermal

condition, as described in detail below.

The battery performance sub-model describes the physical

(transport) and chemical processes occurring within the modeled

domain, includes the solid- and electrolyte-phase conservation of

charge in the electrodes, electrolyte-phase Li+ species

concentration, the active material Li species conservation, and

the Butler-Volmer equation for the electrode reactions at each of

the electrodes. The transport of electric charges is considered fast,

so that quasi-steady assumption is employed. The model

equations have been developed in our previous study

(Carnovale and Li, 2020), and they are summarized below:
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where ∅s and ∅e are the electrical potential in the solid and

electrolyte phase of the electrodes, respectively; σef fs and κeff are
the effective electrical and ionic conductivity of the given

electrode material (hence, different for the anode and

cathode) and the electrolyte, respectively; κef fD is the effective

electrolyte diffusional conductivity, and ce the concentration of

Li+ in the electrolyte; ε is the volume fraction of lithium in the

electrolyte phase, Def f
e is the electrolyte diffusion coefficient, t0+

the transference number, and F the Faraday constant; cs is the

concentration of lithium in the solid phase (electrode material),

and Ds is the lithium diffusion coefficient in the solid phase. The

spatial coordinate x is in the direction of the thickness of the

battery.

It should be noted that jLi is the volumetric current density in

the electrode from all reactions occurring at the electrodes,

that is,

jIC � asj
IC
o {exp[αaFRuT

(η − Rf

as
jLi)] − exp[ − αcF

RuT
(η − Rf

as
jLi)]}

(5)
due to the intercalation reactions at the electrodes, and due to the side

reactions at the electrodes that are responsible for the degradation of

electrode performance or capacity fade (from the degradation sub-

model to be presented later). The above equation is commonly

referred to as the Butler-Volmer equation for the electrochemical

reactions at the electrodes producing electrical current output from the

electrodes. The parameters in the above equation are

η � ∅s −∅e − U

represents the local overpotential with U the open-circuit

potential, R and T the universal gas constant and battery

operation temperature, respectively; αa and αc the anodic and

cathodic transfer coefficients (considered to be 0.5 at both

electrodes); Rf the SEI film resistance at the given electrode; as
is the specific interfacial area between the solid and electrolyte

phase in an electrode, and jICo the exchange current density. The

electrical potential ∅s across the entire battery is designated as

Vcell, or the cell output voltage.

It might be mentioned that Eqs 1, 2 represent the

conservation of charge in the solid-phase of the electrodes,

and in the electrolyte-phase of the battery (i.e., the electrolyte-

containing electrodes and separator), respectively, under the

quasi-steady condition. Eq. 3 is for the conservation of Li+

species in the electrolyte-phase, and Eq. 4 for the conservation

of Li species in the electrode structure composed of solid

particles, with the Li species considered in each agglomerate

particle, hence it is in the radial direction of the agglomerates.

Boundary conditions that the above governing Eqs 1–4 are

subjected to include.

- Specified current density at the boundary between the

electrode and current collector, which is proportional to

the charge gradient there;

- no charge transfer through the separator;

- no ionic transfer through the current collectors with its

initial concentration specified; and

- spherical symmetry for the Li species transport in the

agglomerates, and lithium insertion/removal from the

agglomerate surface following the Butler-Volmer

kinetics, along with a specified initial concentration.

The battery performance degradation sub-model considers

two major degradation mechanisms: SEI film formation and

growth around the electrode solid particles in the electrodes, and

loss of active material for the electrodes:

zδSEI
zt

� is
2F

MSEI

ρSEI
(6)

zεAM
zt

� −k(T)∣∣∣∣jLi∣∣∣∣ (7)

where δSEI is the SEI layer thickness, MSEI and ρSEI are the

molecular weight and density of the SEI layer, respectively; and

the current density per unit surface area due to the side reactions

at the electrodes is is

is � i0s exp[αsFRT
(∅s −∅e − RSEI

jLi

as
)] (8)

It should be pointed out that in the above equation is is

negative for the anode and positive for the cathode, and the side

reactions follow Arrehenius kinetics. εAM is the volume fraction

of the active material in each of the electrodes, k(T) is the rate

constant in Arrhenius kinetics, RSEI the resistance of the SEI

layer. Further details about the battery performance and

degradation sub-models are available in (Carnovale and Li,

2020).

The thermal sub-model for the battery temperature is based

on the conservation of thermal energy with heat generation

within the battery and heat dissipation at the external surfaces

of the battery. Considering lumped analysis, the thermal model

becomes

z(ρVCT)
zt

� (qr + qj + qc + qe)V − hAs(T − Tamb) (9)

It is seen in the above equation that four volumetric heat

generation terms, qr, qj, qc, and qe are considered. They represent
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the heat generation in the battery due to reaction, joule heating

within the battery structure and the heat due to contact

resistance, and entropic heating, respectively, as shown below

(Chen et al., 2014):

qr � ∫L

0
jLi(∅s −∅e − U)dx (10)

qj � ∫L

0
σef fs (z∅s

zx
)

2

+ κef f(z∅e

zx
)

2

+ κef fD (z ln (ce)
zx

)(z∅e

zx
)dx
(11)

qc � i2
RC

A
(12)

qe � ∫L

0
jLiT

zU
zT

dx (13)

In the above equations, the battery density, volume, heat

capacity and temperature are represented by ρ, V, C, and T,

respectively. The heat dissipation over the battery surface

depends on the methods of thermal management used for the

battery, and in this study, it is represented by a convection heat

loss term with Tamb denoting the ambient temperature with

which convective heat transfer occurs, and As is the external

surface area of the battery. Therefore, the intensity of the heat

removal from the battery surface depends on the methods of the

thermal management used, and is represented by the specific

values of the heat transfer coefficient h. It might be pointed out

that radiation heat loss from the battery surface is not considered

because individual battery is packed in such a manner in

automotive battery packs that external surfaces of the

individual battery are not exposed to lower temperature

ambience (or environment) directly. Further, as this study

demonstrates, battery capacity fade (or performance

degradation) depends on the battery temperature, which is

influenced by the methods of thermal management employed.

Batteries in a battery pack may or may not have the same

temperatures depending on the effectiveness of thermal

management systems used. Therefore, the present study

focuses on the capacity fade of a single battery, while capacity

fade of batteries in a battery pack can be determined through the

temperature distribution in the battery pack.

It should be pointed out that the above model incorporates

electrochemical, transport and thermal phenomena, and battery

performance degradation sub-model only considers two major

degradation mechanisms: SEI film formation and growth around

the electrode solid particles in the electrodes, and loss of active

material for the electrodes–these phenomena typically occur at

battery temperature above freezing temperature, especially at

high temperatures above 35°C. On the other hand, lithium-ion

batteries operating at sub-freezing temperatures may produce

lithium dendrites, causing short circuit, failure to start and other

operational faults (Zhang et al., 2022). The thermal sub-model

assumes a uniform temperature for the battery, with temperature

variation across the battery not considered. This is acceptable for

the present analysis since battery temperature is predominant

and if the thermal management system is effective. Temperature

variation across an operating battery can occur depending on the

effectiveness of battery thermal management (Chen and Li,

2014), and this is secondary effect and not considered in the

current study.

3 Methodology

The governing equations are discretized via finite control

volume method in space and explicit method in time, and

implemented in AutoLionST (EC Power, 2015) in order to

utilize the various property information needed for numerical

simulation. Mesh independence is investigated through mesh

refinement, and accuracy of the model predictions is validated

with experimental measurements (Carnovale and Li, 2020).

Further details are available elsewhere (Carnovale, 2016).

The numerical simulation is carried out for the same battery

as used in the experimental validation of (Carnovale and Li,

2020): a pouch-cell having the dimensions 11 × 60 × 162 mm in

the thickness, width and height direction, respectively, with

aluminum packaging, a carbon anode, NMC cathode, and a

polymer separator. The rated capacity of the battery is 10Ah (±

0.5 Ah), with a charge cut-off voltage of 4.2 V and a discharge

cut-off voltage of 2.75 V.

The main types of analysis conducted in the present study

include the following scenarios for the charge/discharge

processes: constant discharge C-rate representing a constant

drive condition, and those equivalent to electric vehicles under

various standard drive cycles, representing different driving

characteristics and driver behaviors in the real world.

3.1 Constant C-rate charge/discharge

The first simulations performed are intended to characterize

the capacity fade for the selected battery under constant

discharge C-rate conditions, subject to full discharge

(4.2V–2.75 V) and 1C CCCV (constant-current-constant-

voltage) charging. Unlike the simulations reported in

(Carnovale and Li, 2020), the current study is not isothermal.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the load current and voltage

profiles for a 1C cycle; note that a short rest period is included

between every charge and discharge. This cycle will be applied

until the failure criterion is reached; at the suggestion of the

industry partner, the failure criterion is once the battery reaches

75% of its original capacity.

While Figures 1, 2 show only the profiles for 1C charge/

discharge, three discharge (or C-) rates are considered in the

present study: 1C, 2C, and 4C. Again, charge rate is set constant

at 1C. Three different heat transfer coefficients, representing

three different methods/strategies for thermal management, are
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considered in the present study. At the request of our industry

partner, three values of heat transfer coefficients are used,

corresponding to natural convection, ICE plate (thermal

management plate for electric vehicles) using air as the

working fluid, and an ICE plate using a liquid coolant as the

working fluid. The values of the heat transfer coefficients,

supplied by the industry partner, are 6.3, 21.78, and 340 W/

m2K, representing the battery cooling over its external surface via

natural convection, forced air, and forced liquid convection,

respectively.

On top of the C-rates and thermal management methods, the

battery temperature is also varied. Since these simulations are not

isothermal, the “base” temperature of the battery is varied. In

each case the initial battery temperature, T0, and the temperature

with which heat transfer occurs, Tamb, are set to the same value.

Three values are considered, they are 20, 35, and 50°C. when

battery is in operation, its temperature will increase due to heat

generation in the battery and heat removal from the battery

surface via natural or forced convection cooling, depending on

the thermal management method used. Table 1 shows a

summary of the operating parameters used in this study.

3.2 Drive cycle simulations

A series of simulations employing standard drive cycles are

performed while varying three chosen variables: charge voltage

(the voltage to which the cell is charged to), battery “base”

temperature (T0 = Tamb), and heat transfer coefficient h.

Three values are chosen for each of these variables. The same

drive cycle load profile is used for all simulations (to be discussed

in more detail later in this section). Table 2 shows the values used

for the drive cycle simulations.

For all simulations with drive cycles, 3.0 V is set as the

minimum cell voltage. Thus, two failure criteria exist: 1) if the

battery reaches 75% of its original capacity, or, 2) the battery

reaches its minimum voltage level of 3.0 V. In the simulations

with drive cycles, the actual criterion used is which ever one is

reached first, and this will determine the lifetime of the battery

considered. This change is due to the fact that using a drive cycle,

there is a fixed energy requirement and the battery is used for a

fixed amount of time. Hence, failure is considered once the

battery can no longer provide the required energy within the

specified voltage range. The vehicle parameters used are chosen

to reflect a Chevrolet Volt, Table 3 shows these values.

The drive cycle used in these simulations is the US FTP

(Federal Test Procedure) drive cycle, which is also known as

FTP-75 or EPA 75 (EPA, 2013). The FTP drive cycle lasts for

1875 s, covering a distance of 11.04 mi (17.77 km), with an

average speed of 21.2 mi/hr (34.12 km/hr), and reaches a top

speed of 56.7 mi/hr (91.25 km/hr). The data available for a given

drive cycle is just the vehicle velocities over the drive cycle

duration. A method found on an online drive cycle calculator

titled, Wheels: Vehicle Road Load and Fuel Economy Online

Calculator, was used to translate these velocities to power

consumption (Safoutin, 2009), as briefly described below.

In order to translate vehicle velocity to power consumption, a

simple Newton mechanics is considered with three forces, rolling

resistance (FRR), aerodynamic drag (FAD), and inertial forces (FI).

The discretized equations used to calculate them at a given time

are as follows (Safoutin, 2009):

FRR � mgCrr (14)

FAD � 1
2
ρaCDAf(Vi + Vi−1

2
)2

(15)
FI � m(Vi − Vi−1) (16)

It is noted that (Vi + Vi-1)/2 in Eq. 15 represents the

instantaneous velocity, averaged between two consecutive

FIGURE 1
Battery current during a single cycle of 1C discharge and
CCCV charging with a rest period between discharge and charge
process.

FIGURE 2
Battery voltage during a single cycle of 1C discharge and
CCCV charging with a rest period between discharge and charge
process.
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times, and (Vi–Vi-1) in Eq. 16 represents the instantaneous

acceleration, since the time step is taken as one second. The

total force is then the sum of these three forces. The tractive

power can then be calculated as (Safoutin, 2009):

Ptractive � FTotal
(Vi + Vi−1)

2
(17)

An efficiency of 75% is assumed for the motor/generator. In

addition, only 1 cell is simulated so this tractive power, delivered

by the motor, must be divided by the number of cells in the

vehicle; a value of 288 battery cells (same as in the Chevrolet Volt)

is used. Therefore, the true power consumed by a single cell is

expressed as (Safoutin, 2009):

Ptrue,per cell � 1
0.75

p
Ptractive

288
(18)

TABLE 1 Values for operating parameters used in the present constant C-rate simulations (Heat transfer coefficient values are supplied by industry
partner).

T0, Tamb (°C) C-rate Heat
Transfer Coeff. (W/m2K)

Low Value 20 1 6.3

Medium Value 35 2 21.76

High Value 50 4 340

TABLE 2 Values for operating parameters used in the present drive cycle simulations (Heat transfer coefficient values are supplied by industry
partner).

T0, Tamb (°C) Charge voltage (V) Heat
Transfer Coeff. (W/m2K)

Low Value 20 4.0 6.3

Med. Value 35 4.1 21.76

High Value 50 4.2 340

TABLE 3 Vehicle parameters used for the simulations under the FTP drive cycle.

Parameter Value Units

Coefficient of drag (CD) (Chevrolet Volt, 2014a) 0.28 —

Rolling resistance coefficient (Crr) (Chevrolet Volt, 2014b) 0.011 —

Frontal area (Af) (Chevrolet Volt, 2014a) 23.7 ft2

Curb weight (Wc) 1721 kg

Payload (Wp) 100 kg

Total Weight (Wt) 1821 kg

Air density (ρa) 1.2 kg/m3

FIGURE 3
Instantaneous power consumption for a single cell during an
FTP drive cycle.
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Figure 3 depicts the calculated power profile during an FTP

drive cycle for a single cell. The negative power indicates braking

power which can be captured via regenerative braking.

In the first part of the analysis, regenerative braking is not

considered, and power required is provided entirely from the

battery. Later in the analysis, regenerative braking is considered

using the calculated braking power. The regenerative braking is

considered 50% efficient (on top of the system efficiency of 75%

for the generator) to account for the portion of the kinetic energy

utilized. The power associated with regenerative braking can then

be expressed as follows, noting that Ptractive will be a negative

value:

PRegen,per cell � 0.5p0.75p
Ptractive

288
(19)

The overall drive cycle applied is meant to represent a single

day use of the vehicle, referred to as one single cycle. It is

composed of the following:

• Eight hour rest period (overnight)

• FTP drive cycle (drive to work)

• Eight hour rest period (at work)

• FTP drive cycle (drive home)

• Three minute rest period (rest period before charging)

• 1C-CCCV charge period

This cycle allows the battery voltage and temperature to come

to a steady value before a new driving period.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Discharge C-Rate cycling

The results of the constant discharge C-rate simulations are

shown in Figures 4A–C. Each one of these figures displays the

results for a unique discharge rate. For easy comparison,

normalized capacity of batteries is presented as a function of

the number of charge/discharge cycles. Three different battery

base temperatures of T0 = Tamb = 20°C, 35°C, and 50°C are

considered along with three different methods of thermal

management (natural convection, forced air and liquid

convection cooling), represented by the three different heat

transfer coefficient values of h = 6.3, 21.78, and 340 W/m2 K,

respectively. It might be mentioned that power consumption

related to coolant flow is not considered in this study. The

batteries are cycled at the 1C charge and three different

discharge C-rates of 1C, 2C, and 4C, corresponding to the

results presented in Figures 4A–C, respectively. It might be

mentioned that the three different battery base temperatures

used represent the operation of electric vehicles potentially in

different seasons and geographical locations. Since other

degradation mechanisms such as lithium plating become

important at lower temperatures and sub-zero cold start

processes (Tarascon and Armand, 2001; Chombo and

Laoonual, 2020), a separate study will be dedicated to this

condition, hence excluded from the present study.

It is seen from the results shown in Figure 4 that regardless of

the discharge C-rate and thermal management methods, the

capacity fade with the number of cycles behave almost identical

at the high battery base temperature of T0 = Tamb = 50°C. At the

medium battery base temperature of 35°C, different thermal

management methods of natural convection, forced air and

liquid cooling have observable impact on the capacity fade

with the number of discharge/charge cycles. At the low

FIGURE 4
Normalized capacity of batteries for three different specified
battery base temperatures; three different methods of thermal
management, represented by the three different heat transfer
coefficients given in the figure; and cycled at the 1C charge
and discharge C-rate of (A) 1C, (B) 2C, and (C) 4C.
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battery base temperature of 20°C studied, capacity fade is

significantly increased with the discharge C-rate and thermal

management methods, especially at the high discharge rate of 4C.

It is clear that the capacity fade is increased with an increase in

the discharge rate, and is reduced by a more effective method of

thermal management.

Figure 4 reveals that all the results shown indicate that overall

cell temperature is still the most significant factor in influencing

the battery capacity fade. With the exception of Figure 4C (with

very high C-rate) all the results show a “band” of curves each

representing the specified battery temperature. On each plot, it

can also be seen that the heat transfer coefficient has a significant

impact on capacity fade, notably at lower battery temperatures;

this need for effective thermal management shows a strong

interaction with the discharge rate, again notably at lower

battery temperatures. Table 4 demonstrates the percent

increase in cycles to failure (75% of the original capacity) for

batteries at 20°C. It is seen clearly fromTable 4 that at high

C-rates of discharge, effective thermal management will

significantly improve cycle life. For example, thermal

management using forced liquid convection cooling,

corresponding to the heat transfer coefficient of 340 W/m2 K,

increases the number of discharge and charge cycles by 63% and

40%, respectively, at the C-rate of 4C, when compared with the

natural convection cooling (heat transfer coefficient of 6.3 W/m2

K) and forced air convection cooling (heat transfer coefficient of

21.78 W/m2 K). This implies the significance and importance of

thermal management methods/strategies for the operation,

performance and durability of lithium-ion batteries.

To assess the capability and potential of the different thermal

management methods and the reason for the different capacity

fade behaviors observed in Figure 4 and Table 4, Figure 5 presents

the battery temperature increase for a single discharge at different

C-rates for the battery base temperature of 35°C. It is seen in

Figure 5A that at the discharge rate of 1C, the battery

temperature remains almost constant during the entire

discharge process for the forced liquid convection cooling,

corresponding to the high heat transfer coefficient of 340 W/

m2 K. However, battery temperature increase is noticeable for the

forced air convection and natural convection cooling, and it

becomes about 5°C and 8°C for the heat transfer coefficients of

21.78 and 6.3 W/m2 K, respectively. At the discharge rate of 2C

shown in Figure 5B, the battery temperature rise becomes

noticeable even for the highest heat transfer coefficient of

340 W/m2 K, exceeds 10°C and 15°C, respectively, for the heat

transfer coefficients of 21.78 and 6.3 W/m2 K, respectively. At the

high discharge rate of 4C, Figure 5C indicates that the battery

temperature increases substantially at this high discharge rate

compared with the lower discharge rates shown in Figures 5A,B,

reaching about 5°C, 25°C and over 31°C for the heat transfer

coefficients of 340, 21.78, and 6.3 W/m2 K, respectively.

Consistent with (Liang et al., 2021) and as shown in Figure 4,

increasing battery temperature is the single most dominant factor

TABLE 4Comparison of percentage increase in cycles to failure for the
different heat transfer coefficients and discharge C-rates at the
specified battery base temperature of T0 = Tamb = 20°C.

Heat Transfer coefficients compared
(W/m2 K)

C-rate 340 vs. 6.3 (%) 340 vs. 21.78 (%)

1 22 10

2 34 20

4 63 40

FIGURE 5
Battery temperature rise during one discharge process for the
specified battery base temperature of T0 = Tamb = 35°C; three
different heat transfer coefficients given in the figure, representing
the differentmethods of thermalmanagement for the battery
investigated; and the discharge C-rate of (A) 1C; (B) 2C; and (C) 4C.
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in the capacity fade of battery, thus explaining the significant

reduction for the low rate of heat dissipation from the battery

observed in Figure 4. This is because as the battery charge/

discharge is cycled, the heat is generated in the battery; and if this

heat is not fully dissipated over the battery surface, battery

temperature is increased, thus unduly impacting the battery

operation, performance and durability. This suggests the

significance and importance of effective thermal management

for the operation, performance and durability of batteries used

for electric vehicles.

The maximum temperature increase at the end of one single

discharge process as shown in Figure 5 is summarized in Table 5

for all the cases investigated. It is seen that the maximum

temperature rise is the highest at the low battery base

temperature of 20°C, and decreases as the battery base

temperature is increased under the respective condition of

discharge rate and method of thermal management.

Therefore, the variation in the maximum temperature rise

with the method of thermal management occurs at the

condition of T0 = 20°C and the high discharge rate of 4C,

suggesting this is the operation condition for which thermal

management is the most effective. However, the actual maximum

battery temperature, being equal to the battery base temperature

plus the maximum temperature rise, occurs at T0 = 50°C and 4C

discharge rate, and reaches 75.4°C, 70.0°C, and 53.8°C

corresponding to the method of battery cooling by natural

convection, forced air and forced liquid convection,

respectively. Since high battery operation temperature

accelerates the degradation of the performance (Carnovale

and Li, 2020), battery operation at 50°C and 4C discharge rate

leads to the shortest lifetime, consistent with the results shown in

Figure 4.

4.2 FTP drive cycle cycling

The results for battery cycling following the US FTP drive

cycles are shown in Figure 6 for the fully charged voltage of 4.0V,

4.1V, and 4.2 V. Three different values of battery base

temperature, and heat transfer coefficient are again considered

in the analysis. The numerical simulation ends when battery

failure has been reached, which is defined as when the battery

capacity has been reduced to 75% of their original capacity, or is

unable to complete the entire drive cycle. This second criterion is

set as the voltage drops below the specified minimum battery

voltage of 3.0 V.

It is evident from Figure 6 that again battery temperature is

the dominant factor influencing battery capacity fade, as

observed earlier, and thermal management method has

significant effect at lower battery temperatures. At the low

charged battery voltage of 4.0V, Figure 6A indicates that the

battery lifetime is very short, less than 2 years even for

operation at the low battery base temperature of 20°C. At

the higher charged voltage of 4.1V, battery durability is

increased substantially for all battery base temperatures,

reaching close to 4 years at 20°C. Over 5 years of battery

lifetime are achieved for battery operation at 20°C with

forced liquid convection cooling when the charged voltage is

increased to 4.2 V. The effect of charged voltage is compared

directly in Figure 7 for battery base temperature of 20°C and

35°C with natural convection cooling as the thermal

management method for the batteries. It is seen that the

battery operation lifetime for the two temperatures shown is

substantially increased when the charged voltage is increased

from 4.0 V to 4.1 V; this increase is much smaller from the

charged voltage increase from 4.1 V to 4.2 V. Clearly the effect

of charged voltage is that batteries with less charge are prone to

degrade to the point where they cannot provide the required

energy for the required drive cycle considered in this study.

Figure 7 also indicates that a higher charged voltage seems to

degrade faster, but battery lifetime is determined by the battery

first reaching the minimum voltage criterion instead of capacity

fade reaching 75% of its original value; therefore, a higher

charged voltage tends to have a longer operation lifetime.

It might be pointed out that the results presented in this

section so far do not consider the regenerative braking, that is, the

energy that could be collected for braking is not captured and not

used to charge the battery during the FTP drive cycling.

TABLE 5 Themaximum temperature rise at the end of one discharge process for the three specified values of battery base temperature, heat transfer
coefficient representing the different methods of thermal management for the battery investigated; and discharge C-rates.

Battery base Temperature, T0 = Tamb

20°C 35°C 50°C

Heat Transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)

C-Rate 6.3 21.78 340 6.3 21.78 340 6.3 21.78 340

1C 10.7°C 5.8°C 0.7°C 8.4°C 4.8°C 0.7°C 7.1°C 4.2°C 0.7°C

2C 20.0°C 13.8°C 1.9°C 16.5°C 11.0°C 1.7°C 13.6°C 9.1°C 1.5°C

4C 37.1°C 27.6°C 5.4°C 31.2°C 24.5°C 4.6°C 25.4°C 20.0°C 3.8°C
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Figure 8 presents the battery performance with regenerative

braking, that is, the negative power shown in Figure 3 has been

harvested and stored in the battery. Therefore, the condition

considered in achieving the results shown in Figure 8 is exactly

the same as those shown in Figure 6 except that regenerative

braking is applied for the results shown in Figure 8, while it is not

for the results given in Figure 6. Comparing the results shown in

Figures 6A, 8A for the charged voltage of 4.0 V it is clear that

battery lifetime doubles with regenerative braking for all the

conditions considered, even though for both cases the battery

capacity has not reached 75% of their original value and the

lifetime is determined by the minimum battery voltage being

reached first leading to not having sufficient energy to complete

one drive cycle required in the present analysis. Similar

comparison indicates that the increase in battery lifetime is

apparent for the charged voltage of 4.1 V, though the increase

is much smaller; whereas for the charged voltage of 4.2 V, the

impact of regenerative braking is minimal. Also for the charged

voltages of 4.1V and 4.2 V as shown in Figures 8B,C, battery has

sufficient capacity to last at least one drive cycle considered, so

that the lifetime is limited by the degradation in capacity reaching

75% of their original value, because at these higher charged

voltages, batteries have more energy (or higher capacity) to begin

the drive cycle, thus the impact of regenerative braking, which is

in reality the intermittent charging of the batteries during the

drive cycle, become less important for the cycle completion.

The results shown in Figures 6, 8 further indicates that with

or without regenerative braking, an effective thermal

management method/strategy is important for electric

vehicles. Though intuitively one may expect thermal

management would be crucial for unfavorable operation

conditions, such as in very warm or cold climates. The

current results suggest that effective thermal management can

significantly reduce battery degradation and enhance battery

lifetime even under the most favourable battery operation

condition of 20°C. For example, Figures 6C, 8C show that

battery life can be extended by about 25% between the

ineffective (natural convection cooling) and effective (forced

liquid convection cooling) thermal management in a

favourable condition of 20°C.

Figure 9 presents a comparison of the normalized capacity of

batteries with regenerative braking, showing the effect of various

charged voltages for the completion of US FTP drive cycles

considered in the analysis for the battery base temperature of

FIGURE 6
Normalized capacity of batteries for three different specified
battery base temperatures; three different methods of thermal
management, represented by the three different heat transfer
coefficients; and cycled with the US FTP drive cycle and
maximum charged voltage of (A) 4.0V, (B) 4.1V, and (C) 4.2 V.

FIGURE 7
A comparison of the normalized capacity of batteries
illustrating the effect of charged voltage for the US FTP drive cycles
considered in the analysis for the battery base temperature of 20°C
and 35°C and heat transfer coefficient of 6.3 W/m2.
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20°C and 35°C and heat transfer coefficient of 6.3 W/m2. It is seen

that at the low charged voltage of 4.0V, battery lifetime is limited

by the amount of energy battery has been charged to provide the

power needed to complete one drive cycle. Higher charged

voltages have a higher rate of degradation, hence, the number

of cycles at which 75% decay in the capacity occurs is reduced,

hence the battery lifetime is reduced as well. When compared

with the corresponding results shown in Figure 7 for the case of

no regenerative braking, the lifetime for charged voltages of

4.0 and 4.1 V is increased significantly; while the lifetime

limiting factor changes from the minimum battery voltage to

the capacity fade of 75% for charged voltage of 4.1 V. This change

also illustrates the effect of regenerative braking on the operation

of battery. It might be mentioned that a lower charged voltage

yields a less degradation the capacity fade is consistent with the

results in literature [e.g., (Vetter et al., 2005)].

4.3 Effect of driving behaviors

Finally, it must be pointed out that different driving

behaviors would lead to different driving cycles, which would

have different power requirements or load imposed on the

battery pack in electric vehicles. As a result, the operation,

performance and degradation of batteries will all be affected.

In the previous sub-section, only FTP drive cycle was considered.

However, it is known that the FTP drive cycle may not represent

actual driving behaviors, since it lacks high acceleration and high

vehicle speeds (EPA, 2015). Therefore, other drive cycles have

been developed, and their characteristics are shown in Table 6

(Safoutin, 2009).

As seen in Table 6, the other drive cycles have more

demanding power and energy requirements, and represent

different but more aggressive driving behaviors. The

LA92 drive cycle is very similar to the FTP drive cycle, but

has overall higher speeds, less idling, and higher acceleration.

US06 is a very intense but short driving cycle with very high

speeds and accelerations. The US06 drive cycle was developed, as

a supplemental cycle to the FTP cycle as it was believed the FTP

drive cycle was lacking in representing real-world aggressive

FIGURE 8
Normalized capacity of batteries for three different specified
battery base temperatures; three different methods of thermal
management, represented by the three different heat transfer
coefficients; and cycled with the US FTP drive cycle with
regenerative braking and maximum charged voltage of (A) 4.0V,
(B) 4.1V, and (C) 4.2 V.

FIGURE 9
A comparison of the normalized capacity of batteries with
regenerative braking illustrating the effect of various charged
voltages for the completion of US FTP drive cycles considered in
the analysis for the battery base temperature of 20°C and
35°C and heat transfer coefficient of 6.3 W/m2.
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driving (EPA, 2007). Figure 10 shows a comparison of the

average and maximum C-rates for the various drive cycles,

following the analysis shown in Section 3-2. It is evident that

different driving behaviors (cycles) have significant effect on the

required battery power, hence the discharge C-rates for the

batteries involved. It might be mentioned that the FTP +

US06 drive cycle is generated to reflect a period of calmer city

driving to a period of intense highway driving. The US06 ×

2 drive cycle is merely two consecutive US06 drive cycles, and

represents an intense drive cycle with a drive duration

comparable to the FTP cycle.

Illustrated in Figure 11 is the average temperature and

maximum temperature rise of batteries during one single

drive cycle for the various drive cycles shown in Table 6 with

the battery base temperature of 35°C. It is seen in Figure 11A that

for natural convection cooling (h = 6.3 W/m2 K), average battery

temperature increases by almost 2°C for the FTP drive cycle; and

it increases with the intensity of the power drawn from the

battery, and reaches as high as about 9.5°C for US06 × 2 drive

cycle. For a given drive cycle shown, the average temperature

decreases with an increase in the heat transfer coefficient for

cooling over the battery surface, and it becomes less than 1.5°C

for forced liquid convection cooling (h = 340 W/m2 K). Similar

behaviors for the maximum temperature rise, ΔT, of batteries are
observed in Figure 11B. As it is seen, ΔT can vary from less than

4°C for the FTP drive cycle to almost 17°C for US06 × 2 drive

cycle for the natural convection cooling, to less than 3°C for all

the drive cycles shown in Table 6 when forced liquid convection

cooling is employed. It is clear that with effective thermal

management (as represented by h = 340 W/m2 K), the effect

of even severe and aggressive driving behaviors can be mitigated.

For instance, the US06 drive cycle, which represents high

intensity driving for 10 min, a very realistic case, would result

in an average cell temperature of 4°C higher than the initial

temperature and a maximum temperature almost 10°C higher

TABLE 6 Characteristics of various standard drive cycles (Safoutin, 2009).

Drive cycle Duration (s) Distance (km) Average speed (km/hr) Top speed (km/hr)

FTP 1875 17.8 34.1 91.2

US06 601 12.9 77.8 129.2

LA92 1,436 15.8 39.6 108.1

FTP + US06 2,476 30.7 44.7 100.4

US06 × 2 1,202 25.8 77.8 129.2

FIGURE 10
Comparison of the average and maximum discharge C-rates
for the various drive cycles, corresponding to battery operation in
ambient environment of 20°Cwith the heat transfer coefficient h =
6.3 W/m2 K, and charged voltage of 4.2 V.

FIGURE 11
(A) Average battery temperature and (B) maximum battery
temperature rise during the process of one single drive cycle
operation for batteries in the ambient environment of 35°C.
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than the initial with natural air cooling. With effective cooling

this can be reduced to a 1°C increase in average temperature and

only a 2°C maximum temperature increase. Therefore, Figure 11

indicates that battery temperature could have significant

variations for the different drive cycles, suggesting the

importance of an effective thermal management method for

batteries in electric vehicles in order to accommodate the

different drive behaviors of the individual drivers. It might be

also pointed out that aggressive driving can reduce the battery

operation lifetime substantially.

It should be mentioned that the effect of drive cycles leads to

different amount of heat generation within the battery, as shown

in Figure 12. If the heat generated is not effectively removed,

battery temperature can increase substantially over the driving

time. As shown earlier, higher battery temperature will accelerate

the degradation of its performance, resulting into a shorter

lifetime. Figure 12 also indicates that heat generation is

substantially higher for the aggressive drive cycles of

US06 and US06 × 2, even when forced liquid convection

cooling is considered. It should also be pointed out that if an

ineffective thermal management method is used, temperature

will not only increase considerably over battery operation time,

but its variation throughout the battery will occur, and this

spatial non-uniformity of temperature will cause additional

degradation of battery performance. This is because battery is

thermodynamically 1 T engine and its performance is the best

when there is no temperature gradient throughout its body. This

further suggests the importance of having an effective thermal

management method for the batteries used in electric vehicles, in

order to ensure minimal spatial variation of temperature.

It might be emphasized that for the present analysis, the

initial battery temperature T0 is considered to be the same as the

temperature of the ambient environment, Tamb. Environmental

condition can vary substantially due to changes in seasons and

geographical locations. Thus an effective thermal management is

required to minimize the impact of this seasonal as well as

locational changes for the use of electric vehicles.

5 Conclusion

In this study, the effect of thermal management methods/

strategies on the capacity fade of lithium-ion batteries used in

electric vehicles has been evaluated using an integrated

electrochemical-transport-thermal model. The degradation of

the battery performance considered includes solid-electrolyte

interface (SEI) film formation and growth around the solid

(agglomerate) particles in the electrodes, and loss of active

material in the electrodes. The driving condition considered

include both constant load driving (discharge rates) and

various load-changing driving cycles representing the different

driving characteristics and behaviors in real world. Natural air

convection, forced air and liquid convection cooling are

considered as the three representative methods for thermal

management of batteries. The results indicate that battery

temperature is predominant over the operation, performance

and lifetime of batteries, hence their capacity fade; it can be

controlled through effective thermal management by dissipating

heat generated in the battery during its operation. Battery

capacity fade has a more significant variation with the various

thermal management methods for a lower initial battery

temperature (20°C) compared to the higher temperatures

(35°C and 50°C) investigated, hence, thermal management is

much more effective in reducing capacity fade at battery

temperatures close to 20°C, which is considered the optimum

operating temperature for lithium-ion batteries. Battery lifetime

can be increased by as much as 25% with an effective thermal

management in a favourable operation condition of 20°C for even

the mild and gentle driving represented by FTP drive cycle. In

addition, using a lower charge voltage can reduce capacity fade

over the drive cycling, and battery lifetime can be increased

significantly (doubled) when using a lower charge voltage

coupled with regenerative braking. Thermal management is

shown to be more important for realistic intense and

aggressive driving behaviors in real world.
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Nomenclature

Abberviations

As specific interfacial area [m−1]

As battery surface area [m2]

ce Li
+ concentration in electrolyte phase [mol cm−3]

cs Li concentration in solid phase [mol cm−3]

C battery heat capacity [J K−1 kg−1] or coefficient

D diffusion coefficient [m2 s−1]

F Faraday constant [C mol−1] or force [N]

g acceleration due to gravity, [m s−2]

h convective heat transfer coefficient [W m−2 K−1]

i current [A]

is current density due to electrode side reactions [A m−2]

i0s side reaction exchange current density [A m−2]

jIC volumetric electrode current due to intercalation [A m−3]

j0
IC exchange current density [A m−2]

jLi volumetric electrode current density [A m−3]

k rate constant [m3 A−1 s−1]

m vehicle mass [kg]

M molecular weight [g mol−1]

P Power [W]

qr heat generation due to reaction [W m−3]

qj heat generation due to joule heating [W m−3]

qc heat generation due to contact resistance [W m−3]

qe entropic heating [W m−3]

Rc contact resistance [Ω]

Rf film resistance [Ω m−2]

RSEI SEI layer resistance [Ω m−2]

Ru universal gas constant [J K−1 mol−1]

t0+ transference number

T battery temperature [K]

U open-circuit potential [V]

V cell volume [m3] or vehicle speed [m s−1]

Vcell cell output voltage [V]

Greek Letters

α electrode transfer coefficients

δ layer thickness [m]

η local overpotential [V]

ε volume fraction of Li in electrolyte phase

εAM volume fraction of electrode active material

κ electrolyte phase ionic conductivity [S m−1]

κD electrolyte diffusional conductivity [A m −1]

ρ cell density [kg m−3]

ρa air density [kg m−3]

ρSEI SEI layer density [kg m−3]

σs solid phase electrical conductivity [S m−1]

ø electrical potential [V]

Subscripts and Superscripts

a anode

amb ambient

AD air drag

c cathode

D drag

e electrolyte phase

eff effective

f frontal

I inertial

rr rolling resistance

s solid phase or surface or interfacial

s side reaction

Acronyms

CCCV constant current constant voltage

FTP federal test procedure

NMC nickel-manganese-cobalt

OCV open-circuit voltage

PCM phase change material

SEI solid-electrolyte interface
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